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Abstract
Neuroscience methods and knowledge base are evolving quickly and there is a growing understanding of brain plasticity.
There is now growing empirical evidence for specific and disparate mechanisms of plasticity. There appears great promise
for future brain rehabilitation treatments, however, other than stimulation and forced use paradigms there is limited understanding of how to drive plasticity mechanisms.
There’s even some empirical research that demonstrates that
glial cells are also responsive to stimulation and may help
remodel synapse and promote motor and cognitive functioning. Glutamate, the main excitatory neurotransmitter,
and catecholemines have been shown to play crucial roles
in brain reorganization [1]. After brain injury Nerve growth
factors (NGF) and various neurotropic factors have been
reported to improve memory and motor functions and
reduce dendritic atrophy in the remaining pyramidal neurons [2] and appear to play a role in many aspects of recovery and brain functioning. Many of these mechanisms are
potential treatment targets to facilitate improved brain functioning. Given the quick evolution of neuroscience research
methods, massive increase in cellular neuroscience knowledge, and the growing insights into the mind body reciprocal
interactions, it is likely that modern translational science will
promote a plethora of new treatment approaches. The gene
and stem cell therapy science is evolving so fast it is difficult
to imagine what will be conceivable treatments over the next
few years. Moreover the Connectome project (where the
brain is currently being mapped) and cutting edge imaging
strategies such as diffuse tensor imaging and high definition
fiber tracking may hold great promise for understanding
white matter and the connections and integration of many
brain systems. Translational science has shown that the
bench to bedside evolution of potential treatments can take
many years to translate from experimental findings to evidenced based clinical treatments. Despite this, new findings
in fundamental, integrative and cognitive neuroscience are

already changing the therapeutic landscape for professionals treating neurological and psychiatric disorders. Though
mass marketing promising brain change on use of consumer
brain training products is often not based on empirical evidence, there is growing evidence for a variety of methods to
improve brain functioning.
Brain plasticity was a term that originally and simply referred to the brain’s ability to change and adapt as a result
of experience. There are a plethora of brain plasticity mechanisms. Recent developmental research is allowing us a
far more in-depth understanding of the effects of pre, peri
and postnatal pathology and the evolution of any resultant
symptoms throughout the lifespan. Developmental brain
plasticity causes our personality and other brain systems to
be shaped during our youth. Recent developments in the understanding of injury induced plasticity are helping to clarify
early and late mechanisms of brain plasticity and more accurate time frames for brain injury recovery. The currently
expanding body of knowledge is helping allow clinicians to
devise treatments that maximize recovery potential. However despite the fact that we now know the brain is more
malleable than ever before, it seems fair to say that the development and testing of clinical interventions lags behind
the cutting edge neuroscience findings. There is growing
evidence that focused stimulation to certain brain areas can
enhance brain functioning. A prime example of this is the
forced-use paradigm. This approach has led to considerable
evidence supporting Constraint Induced Movement Therapy
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and Constraint Induced Language Therapy. Forced use helps
maximize the stimulation of adjacent and even more distal
connected neurons to help recruit these neurons to resume the
function of dead or damaged tissue (neurons or glial cells). At
the cellular level, the brain’s plasticity can be seen in individual neurons, including growth of axons, dendritic spines, and
synapse [3].
Modern research has demonstrated that the brain continues to
create new neural pathways and alter existing ones in order to
adapt to new experiences. Functional imaging has allowed current researchers to collect evidence that physical and cognitive
exercise, and even talk therapies (when performed appropriately and consistently) can change brain functioning. Brain injury rehabilitation research suggests that generally there is a
dose response relationship between the amount of treatment
and amount of recovery [4].

This is an important detail in that a considerable dose of exercise or stimulation may be needed to change the brain and
improve functioning. The unfortunate, but likely reality may
be that many individuals may not receive a large enough dose
of brain injury rehabilitation to maximize their recovery. The
demonstrated neuronal need for stimulation clearly supports
the “Use it or lose it paradigm” and “use it and it gets better.”
Considerable empirical research shows that physical and cognitive activity and certainly the combination of both can improve certain cognitive skills and boost brain metabolism [5]
and functioning.

excitatory neurotransmitter, and catecholemines have been
shown to play crucial roles in brain reorganization [1]. Nerve
growth factors (NGF) and various neurotropic factors have
been reported to improve memory and motor functions and
reduce dendritic atrophy in the remaining pyramidal neurons
[2] and appear to play a role in many aspects of recovery and
brain functioning. Many of these mechanisms are potential
treatment targets to facilitate improved brain functioning. It
is important to understand that improved understanding of
brain plasticity holds promise for effective treatment of diverse
symptoms (physical, cognitive, psychological). Active cognitive
reserve theory suggests that after injury, stimulation may help
the brain differentially recruit neurons to perform tasks. This
is similar to neural compensation, which is when residual neural substrate(s) are used to help perform impaired functions,
as may occur at some point during recovery from aphasia [12]
or when ipsilateral cortex works to help resolve hemiplegia.
Figure 1(see below) provides a basic overview of the general
schematic of the concepts discussed in this editorial.
Figure1. Basic Diagram of Brain Plasticity Variables.
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How Physical and Cognitive Activity Change the Brain

Several mechanisms are likely to be involved in brain plasticity
[6]. Neural plasticity may also alter the function of the original
neural substrate used to produce a behavior through neuronal
sprouting and dendritic growth. Focused brain use and stimulation is thought to stimulate and enhance neural connections,
unmasking latent neurons, and reducing surrounding or adjacent neuronal inhibition with reduced afferent input [7, 8, 9].
Some of the possible proposed mechanisms of activity-dependent modification of synaptic connections and reorganization
of adult cortical areas are thought to involve long-term potentiation (which is the strengthening of a synapse) and long-term
depression (which is the weakening of a connection or synapse), changes in dendritic spines, and other mechanisms by
which information is stored in the mammalian central nervous
system [10] and up and down regulation of neuronal connections. Synaptic plasticity in cortical horizontal connections has
been proposed to underlie cortical map reorganization [11].

As neuroscience evolves it appears that more mechanisms
are found that support neuroplasticity. There’s even some
empirical research that demonstrates that glial cells are also
responsive to stimulation and may help remodel synapse and
promote motor and cognitive functioning. Glutamate, the main
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This review is far too brief to discuss all the latest findings
in neuroplasticity research, but hopefully it is clear that the
neurosciences and our understanding of neuroplasticity is
evolving quickly are evolving quickly. The increasingly advanced knowledge continues to shed light on the considerable
malleability of the human brain.
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Brain plasticity research suggests many current treatments
have great potential in the appropriate dose.

Moreover, there may be great promise for numerous new brain
injury rehabilitation treatments evolving over the next decade.
Unfortunately, many potential treatments for brain disorders
are early in the translation process.
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